We are pleased to introduce the Qln Pres�ge Five – an unprecedented 2.5-way, floor standing loudspeaker that marks the
advancement and con�nua�on our highly successful Pres�ge series. Decades of design experience has proven �me and
�me again that what separates a good loudspeaker from an excep�onal one is the midrange. For the Pres�ge Five, we spent
years developing a new, superb sounding 184mm Kevlar® mid-woofer that conveys instruments and vocals with
unprecedented clarity, resolu�on and naturalness.

The Pres�ge Five
Your ears will tell you how right we are.
The Pres�ge Five exemplifies a �meless combina�on of form, func�on and
performance. It is the fruit of Qln’s four decades of speaker research,
development, design and construc�on. A me�culous selec�on of matched
components ensures every part of the speaker synergizes perfectly together.
Our slanted baffle provides perfect �me alignment between woofer and
tweeter and the truncated pyramid cabinet top with its minimized baffle
area suppresses standing waves inside the cabinet as well as baffle effects
which in turn improves 3D imaging.
The cabinet construc�on is based around Qln’s unique Qboard®
technology, where structural resonances are eliminated. The bass reflex
port with its trumpet shape at both ends eliminates air turbulence. The
Cabinet is de-coupled from the floor via solid feet with cones and pucks
constructed out of hard, high damping materials.
Our 184mm Kevlar® mid-woofer was custom developed by Qln
together with industry renowned Danish driver manufacturer Scan
Speak and offers the latest in 21st century advanced driver
technology. It features an under-hung magnet system were the voice
coil is in the magnet gap all the �me, resul�ng in a totally linear motor
system.
Internal cabling is our own and specially designed and produced in
Sweden. It consists of 12 solid core pure copper wires wrapped
around a polypropylene core with polypropylene isola�on.
Every part of the speaker has one thing in common – non-resonant
behavior. This suppresses disrup�ve noise, vastly improving
dynamics and preserving silence between tones as a result. The
Pres�ge Five presents a more dynamic and relaxing sound with
remarkable clarity.
Nothing is added – just pure music!

Impedance: 4 ohms
Tweeter: 25mm wide surround, Air-Circ magnet, so� dome
Mid-Woofer: 184mm Kevlar® cone, under-hung magnet system
Woofer: 184mm hard cone, under-hung magnet system

Cabinet: Qboard® Technology
Terminal: Single wire, WBT Nextgen®
Dimensions: (HxWxD): 1000x210x600mm (cabinet),
1054x315x650mm (with feet)

Sensi�vity: 89dB SPL 1 Wa� 1m
Low frequency performance: -3dB 26Hz

Weight: 41,0 kg each
Finish: Walnut Piano, Walnut ma�, White sa�n
www.qln.se

